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Executive Summary
The following document is the first in a series of white paper documents prepared by
consultants at SpenglerFox Executive Search to provide our clients and business partners 
with insight into new developments on African markets.  We focus primarily on changes 
taking place in four key regions on the continent:

Northern and Maghreb Africa
East Africa
Southern Africa
West Africa
This issue of the comprehensive white paper looks in particular at the 
market in Northern and Maghreb Africa and addresses a number of key 
issues:  growth markets in the region; the HR outlook and how talent 
sourcing occurs in the region; regional specificities related to finding talent 
that might not be obvious at first glance, and standard salary packages for 
executives and upper-level managers.

To make the document more timely and relevant for readers, we have also 
included interviews with business partners who have first-hand experience 
managing HR operations in all the Northern and Maghreb Africa region.  
Their testimonies highlight what areas are most difficult for sourcing 
talent; what successes they have had with programmes for finding talent 
(best practice); what mistakes they have made and learnt from in recent 
years and what advice they have to offer on succession-planning.  

The interviews provide added value and real-life examples of how busi-
nesses have addressed issues that impact a number of organisations in the 
given region:  sourcing expat vs. local talent; promoting worker mobility; 
setting up attractive remuneration packages and talent retentionpro-
grammes; and managing long-term talent development programmes. 
We hope this text proves both informative and useful.
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Market Overview:
Northern and Maghreb Africa

Northern Africa, part of which is referred to as the Maghreb countries, is very diverse.  The 
region differs vastly as concerns country size, levels of and potential for economic develop-
ment, political stability, economic growth and local or national cultures.

Traditionally, multinational businesses or foreign nationals see this area as a block along the 
Mediterranean coast, including Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia: with Libya tucked in for good 
measure.  

Multinational companies tend to favour northwest Africa for setting up a business. Usually, 
they set up offices in Morocco, in Casablanca in particular, to use as their contact point in 
the region.  Such representations are then used as a launch pad for doing business in other 
parts of the continent; namely, in Sub-Saharan Africa.  In recent years, the Moroccan
Kingdom has adopted a noticeably friendlier policy toward foreign investment.  Its "South" 
programme, meant to boost foreign direct investment (FDI), has succeeded well in bringing 
in the logistics infrastructure the region needs. This is visible through a significant increase 
in the number of new air routes offered by the national airline, Royal Air Maroc.  The same 
policy has also drawn in new players in the area of finance:  BMCE, Attijariwafa Bank, etc.  
Alongside this, you see increased investment coming in for construction and public works 
projects; cement manufacturers are thus thriving as well.  

Additionally, but to a lesser degree, you see some interest in Algeria as a spot for regional 
hubs.  Logically, as the largest country in the region, you would expect it to be a key market 
for foreign investors.  However, it is only a minority of businesses that have headquarters 
in this country.  Interestingly though, it's common for businesses to move, say, from Casa-
blanca to Algiers, once they've set up solid operations in all countries in the region. 

Corporate Logistics

HR Market / Talent Outlook
Finding and acquiring the right talent in this region is sometimes a struggle.  Until recently, 
it was a given that most multinationals hired expats: at least for General Manager and CFO 
roles.  However, we increasingly see multinational businesses working to put succession 
plans in place and eventually top posts are handed over to local talent.  For example, every 
GM post that we have been asked to fill since 2010 has been awarded to local candidates 
(either nationals living in the country or persons returning from the global diaspora). 
Otherwise, it’s been standard for several years now that even expat GMs sign contracts that 
match or fit local conditions.  

Even though the talent pool is limited, it’s possible to find quality professionals in each 
country in the region.  The key issue when making placements is the talent shortage: since 
you are working with a limited talent pool, there is immense pressure on the cost of labour.  
This means salaries can run quite high.  This has, in turn, an impact on the actual sales 
turnover a GM can achieve or the number of employees an HR director can manage.

Traditionally, there are very good friendships and inter-personal employee relationships in 
all countries in the region.  This is because employees are generally well-protected by law.
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Egypt has a special place in the Northern 
Africa region. Logically, one would think 
that due to a quasi-common language 
and similar cultural beliefs that Egypt 
would easily fit in the region.  However, 
the country has a tradition of exporting 
talent to neighbouring countries in the 
Middle East.  It often supplies talent to 
the Gulf countries, where Egyptian 
upper level managers and executives 
have largely contributed to regional
economic expansion.  

Because of this East-facing trend in 
Egypt, headhunting activities in the 
country should initially focus on doing 
research in Saudi Arabia.  Interestingly 
though, the recent slow-down of the 
Saudi economy and the government's 
push to implement "Saudization"
policies have driven Egyptian talent to 
leave the Kingdom.

A Bridge between Regions

Although one can find a large pool of 
Egyptian nationals providing talent in 
the United Arab Emirates (UAE),
specifically in Dubai, that talent is now 
relocating from Dubai back to Cairo. It is 
also worth companies’ while to search 
for talent among Egyptian nationals in 
other Gulf states.  

In recent years, we’ve seen a move to 
greater work flexibility in Egypt. In 
Cairo, for example, you see a lot of
multinationals offering packages where 
employees can work from home or opt 
for flexible hours programmes. Our 
assumption is that this push toward 
work flexibility relates to the size of the 
city and its heavy traffic levels.

Workers often face very long commutes. 
Companies have come to understand 
that it’s to no one’s benefit to force 
workers to adhere to a strict 9-to-5 
daily work schedule. 

Egypt:
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Taxation in the Maghreb countries is relatively high. The system appears to follow from 
traditional French taxation systems to a degree, with income tax paid directly by employ-
ers. Employees, as in other countries, receive net salaries, following deductions of income 
tax and social welfare insurance contributions. Situations vary across individual countries 
in the region: for example, Morocco offers no deductions for families. The government 
takes a 40% or more cut of the gross salary in the form of income tax. In Algeria and Tuni-
sia, this figure jumps to 50% and more.*
  

Retention of talent is a critical issue in Northern Africa; perhaps even more so than in 
Europe. Long-term Incentive Programmes (LTIP) are increasingly common on the market.  
Training is very important when working on local markets; specifically, as concerns learn-
ing respect for and interest in the tasks of fellow employees. This is because workers in 
the region traditionally have a strong emotional attachment to their work and tend to 
need, or require, affirmation and validation.  Markets across the region have specific 
strengths as concerns various segments: the best sales and marketing experts can be 
found in Morocco, while the best engineers hail from Algeria, and some of the best physi-
cians come from Tunisia.
  
It is no longer so easy to source positions from the regional diaspora. Maghreb countries 
speak French due to historic, colonial ties and, historically, residents have emigrated to 
France, Belgium and also to the Quebec province in Canada.  Because many members of 
the diaspora are now multi-generational residents of their new home countries, it is less 
easy to re-integrate them into roles in the region.  This is because they have lost contact 
with their home countries; they have taken on the customs of their new homelands; and 
they have different expectations as concerns salary compensation, religion and personal 
beliefs.  It is increasingly difficult to repatriate members of the diaspora.

Structural Environment

Local Talent

Taxes
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Diversity remains a tricky issue in the region, which remains dominated by men in
leadership roles.  Our experience, though, is that when women do achieve top executive
positions, they excel in these roles. However, each case is specific, and success for female 
executives across the board is not guaranteed.  Multinationals (MNCs) have worked to 
promote women in management positions thanks to proven traits such as work skills
(capacity), loyalty to the business, dedication and personal commitment/investment.
In some cases, we've noticed that female managers will overperform in order to prove
themselves.  

We see the biggest investment in talent happening in the Consumer Goods, Life Sciences 
and Telco sectors. Because of intense training and skills development in these market 
segments, employees from the aforementioned industries tend to be top-level, 
sought-after recruits.  This is not really the situation for the Construction or Retail sectors.  
Alongside internal training, businesses are also working with local academic institutions.  
For example, in the business and medical sectors, companies work with academics, local 
universities and private schools. They have signed cooperation agreements with interna-
tional universities (both French and American) to provide master's degree programmes or 
joint training programmes abroad.  Some examples include industry training academies 
in Morocco (for instance, there is an automotive manufacturing training programme in 
Tangiers) and in Tunisia (where there is an aeronautics training centre). 

An example of good practice in the region is the work of private foundations supporting 
investment in healthcare services: i.e. the Princess (S.A.R.) Lalla Slama Foundation in 
Morocco which is working to develop cancer treatments. 

Labour Force Diversity

Sourcing and Training

Good Practice
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Finding and acquiring the right talent in this region is sometimes a struggle.  Until recently, 
it was a given that most multinationals hired expats: at least for General Manager and CFO 
roles.  However, we increasingly see multinational businesses working to put succession 
plans in place and eventually top posts are handed over to local talent.  For example, every 
GM post that we have been asked to fill since 2010 has been awarded to local candidates 
(either nationals living in the country or persons returning from the global diaspora). 
Otherwise, it’s been standard for several years now that even expat GMs sign contracts that 
match or fit local conditions.  

Even though the talent pool is limited, it’s possible to find quality professionals in each 
country in the region.  The key issue when making placements is the talent shortage: since 
you are working with a limited talent pool, there is immense pressure on the cost of labour.  
This means salaries can run quite high.  This has, in turn, an impact on the actual sales 
turnover a GM can achieve or the number of employees an HR director can manage.

Traditionally, there are very good friendships and inter-personal employee relationships in 
all countries in the region.  This is because employees are generally well-protected by law.

Salary Package / Remuneration Structure
Morocco

Fortune 500

Medium-sized
Multinational

Locally-owned
Medium-sized

Company 

1,344,000 to
3,000,000

118,536 to
264,000

20-40%
of Annual
gross pay

GM Role

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund, car
allowance* school allowance
and housing if expatriates
(less and less case) 

Higher end
of 50%

and more

Morocco
(MAD) (USD)

Bonus on top
of Annual Base

Pay (%)
Benefits Tax

636,000 to
1,344,000

56,088 to
118,536

20-35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance, housing
allowance.

636,000 to
1,344,000

56,088 to
118,536

15-35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance.

45-50%

Annual Base Pay (currency conversion done at rate of
100 MAD = 8.82790 EUR)

Higher end
of 50%

and more

Fortune 500

Medium-sized
Multinational

Locally-owned
Medium-sized

Company 

576,000 to
984,000

50,796 to
86,796

25-35%
of Annual
gross pay

Leadership
Team Role

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance*, LTIP

55%

Morocco
(MAD) (USD)

Bonus on top
of Annual Base

Pay (%)
Benefits Tax

456,000 to
576,000

40,212 to
50,796

Up to 35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance.

456,000 to
576,000

40,212 to
50,796

Around
15-35%

of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance.

+50%

50%

The salary figures listed above have been collected by SpenglerFox consultants based on specific 
regional projects completed in 2017. They do not represent exact figures for each specific role, 
rather they are meant to offer readers general benchmarks.
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Salary Package / Remuneration Structure
Tunisia

Fortune 500

Medium-sized
Multinational

Locally-owned
Medium-sized

Company 

225,000 to
360,000 on
13 or 15
months often 

75,825 to
106,800

20-40%
of Annual
gross pay

GM Role

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund, car
allowance* school allowance
and housing if expatriates
(less and less case) 

Higher end
of 50%

and more

Tunisia
(TND) (USD)

Bonus on top
of Annual Base

Pay (%)
Benefits Tax

180,000 to
300,000

60,660 to
90,825

10-35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance, housing
allowance.

130,000 to
182,000 on
13 months

43,810 to
61,334

15-35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance, Pension
Plan

Higher
end

Annual Base Pay (currency conversion done at rate of
10 TND = 3.37613 EUR)

Higher end
of 50%

and more

Fortune 500

Medium-sized
Multinational

Locally-owned
Medium-sized

Company 

139,000 to
250,000

37,700 to
74,180

25-30%
of Annual
gross pay

Leadership
Team Role

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance*, retirement
allowance.

+50%

Tunisia
(TND) (USD)

Bonus on top
of Annual Base

Pay (%)
Benefits Tax

91,000 to
160,000

30,667 to
47,470

Up to 25%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance.

65,000 to
91,000

22,000 to
31,000

Around
15-20%

of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance.

50%

50%

The salary figures listed above have been collected by SpenglerFox consultants based on specific 
regional projects completed in 2017. They do not represent exact figures for each specific role, 
rather they are meant to offer readers general benchmarks.
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Salary Package / Remuneration Structure
Algeria

Fortune 500

Medium-sized
Multinational

Locally-owned
Medium-sized

Company 

21,600,000 to
36,000,000

151,200 to
252,000

20-40%
of Annual
gross pay

GM Role

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund, car
allowance* school allowance
and housing if expatriates
(less and less case) 

Higher end
of 50%

and more

Algeria
(DZD) (USD)

Bonus on top
of Annual Base

Pay (%)
Benefits Tax

12,000,000 to
21,600,000

84,000 to
151,200

20-35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance, housing
allowance.

9,000,000 to
12,000,000

63,000 to
84,000

15-35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance.

45-50%

Annual Base Pay (currency conversion done at rate of
1000 DZD = 7.07122 EUR)

Higher end
of 50%

and more

Fortune 500

Medium-sized
Multinational

Locally-owned
Medium-sized

Company 

12,400,000 to
16,800,000

87,668 to
117,600

25-30%
of Annual
gross pay

Leadership
Team Role

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance*, LTIP.

50%

Algeria
(DZD) (USD)

Bonus on top
of Annual Base

Pay (%)
Benefits Tax

10,800,000 to
14,400,000

75,600 to
100,800

Up to 35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance.

7,200,000 to
12,000,000

50,400 to
84,000

Around
15-35%

of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance.

50%

50%

The salary figures listed above have been collected by SpenglerFox consultants based on specific 
regional projects completed in 2017. They do not represent exact figures for each specific role, 
rather they are meant to offer readers general benchmarks.
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General Manager General Electric healthcare Africa

Interview with:
Frederic Camboulives

What is the most challenging function in your region to find talent for? 

While it is easy to hire HR managers and sales reps, it is more difficult to find a good 
in-house counsel or a CFO (it took us a year to hire the right CFO in Africa). When it comes 
to managing directors, who have pan-African responsibility, then we run into a compensa-
tion and benefits issue. As concerns engineers and technicians, we have an excellent 
training programme. The easiest parts of the continent to recruit for are South Africa and 
Egypt; you can easily find good candidates in both these countries. 

Could you share with us some success stories that have worked in terms of
developing and retaining talent in your current or previous organisation?

The reason people stay with us is more about the prestige of working for our company and 
their personal career management. This concerns our recruits more than the money, the 
work environment, their relationships with others, etc. When signing on, they know how 
they will move ahead.  My success in Algeria has been about setting up a collaborative 
environment; including hosting quite a few team events.  None of this is rocket science, 
but the focus on personal consideration matters a lot to people. GE has drastically reduced 
the volume of its trainings at the Crotonville Management Learning Center north of New 
York City (it was too expensive). So, what we did instead was to bring Crotonville to 
Africa. It had a lot of impact; the leadership programme ran from 3 to 5 years. 

Most of the time, succession plans are not very carefully designed. It is better to put 
people in specific situations; get them on-site to learn on the ground. This programme is 
called SIT (successor in training) and it runs for either 6 or 18 months. We can even add 
support from a mentor who works in some other region. We have also the PD (People Day) 
programme and a smart phone app called PD@GE (personal development @ GE). This 
helps us structure and formalize people’s feedback. 
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What are the most common mistakes multinationals make when hiring talent in
your region?

There is usually an internal and an external talent acquisition team; the local HR and even 
a centre of excellence may also get involved. This adds too many stake holders in a pro-
cess than can take many months to bear fruit. It can be a lengthy process, and we run 
the risk that the candidate of our choice may feel discouraged and decide to withdraw. 

On top of that, it is complex to define the right remuneration package for a role in Africa, 
adherence to internal compensation ranges does not always work well and there is the 
need to be more flexible in order to have the right talent in place. Recruiting in Africa can 
be quite challenging and this is not always the perception at headquarter level.

Succession planning: shifting from expat placements into local senior leadership
recruits – what does it take, how long does it take, what are the challenges?

I would put forward an example from Algeria. I did a planning project one year ago 
through the SIT programme. The local GM we appointed is a success, even though he 
comes from a Pharmaceuticals, and not a Medical Equipment, company. In terms of the 
personality required for a local GM, a chief is a chief in Africa; and this holds even truer 
in Sub-Saharan African countries.  The GM has to be a leader and show people the way 
forward; serving as an example for them to follow.  He/she must keep a hands-on 
approach and identify key issues directly with customers when necessary.  This interac-
tion ensures the GM's legitimacy before his/her team.  Becoming a technocrat is not an 
option.  

Another challenge is finding a compensation package that fits both our internal policies 
and the incumbent expectations. For instance, our MD for French-speaking Africa (FSA) 
comes from France; the MD for Nigeria is a UK national.  Finding a compensation package 
that is fair and provides enough motivation is quite hard. 

What means do you use to find new talent (head-hunters, networking, advertisements, 
LinkedIn, etc.)?
 
Head-hunters when Internal TA fails. We have a Talent Monitoring programme in place so 
we can keep on top of and interview candidates with good profiles. 
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EMEA HR Director, at Heidelberg Cement

Interview with:
Rachid Hajbi

What is the most challenging function in your region to find talent for?
 
In my current role, the most challenging positions to fill are those in the Technical (main-
tenance engineers, electro-mechanical posts) and Managerial fields (production direc-
tors). We have localized those competences and thus must work to develop people inter-
nally instead of having a staff full of expats. It was only until very recently that we were 
more expat-heavy and, in some locations, we still are. We have one African managing 
director (MD) in Gambia, who is a national from Togo. 

Could you share with us some success stories that have worked in terms of developing 
and retaining talent in your current or previous organisation?

A good succession plan goes through successive steps: detecting potential talent, follow-
ing their development, creating Individual Development Plans (IDPs), agreeing on individ-
ual career paths and knowing what’s happening in your organisation in terms of potential 
vacancies.  It’s important to set up and schedule succession plan meetings with specific 
individuals as they move and grow within the organisation. This must be done in line with 
company strategy.

This is an open-ended process whose outcome cannot be guaranteed, but at least we have 
a better understanding of the organisation from the inside.  This allows us to develop, mo-
tivate and retain people. This is the process I use, and it has delivered great results.  As 
concerns development of local talent, all of our HR head clusters provide a good example.  
In one of the companies I worked with previously, the HR system picked up on high poten-
tial candidates, but then it "exported" them to other parts of the world: to the USA, to 
Europe, to the Middle East.  Our Head of Marketing was Moroccan; our MD in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia was a French national based in Bahrain; and in South Africa our Head of 
Marketing was from Morocco.  We saw very few Tunisians working outside the country.  At 
Heidelberg, the system is very different.  The company previously had almost no Talent 
Development Programme and we had expats in working at all levels in our affiliate offices. 
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What are the most common mistakes multinationals make when hiring talent in
your region?

Failure to integrate cultures. There is also the issue of not recognising local skills, while 
maintaining a preference to bring onboard expats (note: this happens sometimes, even 
for technician roles). 

Succession planning: shifting from expat placements into local senior leadership
recruits – what does it take, how long does it take, what are the challenges?

It will take time, but this is not the major issue.  The most important thing is to detect or 
notice potential talent and make sure these individuals are ready to take on further 
responsibilities. At one of my previous employers, we were working on developing Arab 
talents.  We had a case where the President of the EMEA Region was an Indian national. 
However, it’s important to bear in mind that in marketing companies it is easier to export 
talent to other geographies. 

What means do you use to find new talent (head-hunters, networking, advertisements, 
LinkedIn, etc.)?

Head-hunters.
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